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She realizes the drunken damages she’s done to the pages in 
the book. Tears fill her face old make-up is smeared and 
running down. 

CUT TO:

INT.JENA’S LIVING ROOM-DAY7 7

Moments later, Jena walks around the living room half dressed 
in a burgundy blouse and a black pencil skirt. Jena rushes 
through each section of the room  and kitchen area attempting 
to get ready. Grabbing a black purse she walks straight into 
the bathroom.

INT.JENA’S BATHROOM-DAY7A 7A

Jena applies make-up in the mirror. Lily sits on the toilet 
seat in a somber haze. 

LILY:
Things just keep getting better and 
better!

Jena texts on the phone as she continues fixing her baby 
hairs in the mirror.

JENA:
Don’t go too deep in your dark 
hole, just yet. I’m off at 7:30 we 
can link up & smoke. My home girl 
just got back in town... she might 
be able to pull some strings with 
helping get a job.

Lily sits up straight from a slumped position after hearing 
Jena’s words.

CUT TO:

EXT.CERRITOS PARK-NIGHT8 8 *

A lighter flicks the small flame ignites a thick blunt. Lily 
Jena, and Amber sit beside each other at a park bench. A 
small park with a colorful jungle gym sits right behind the 
bench . AMBER (20) a greasy aggressive hood chick, she wears 
a black heavy metal t-shirt that drapes over black shorts 
with high white socks tucked into black vans. Amber sits on 
the other side of Jena hitting the blunt. She passes it to 
Jena who takes a long hit then puffs the smoke into the night 
sky. 
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Amber’s designer bag sits on her lap the cellphone inside the 
bag RINGS out. Amber looks at the screen on the IPhone then 
begrudgingly answers.

AMBER:
Yo. This Amber.What’s up?

Amber searches inside her designer purse looking for a piece 
of paper. Inside the purse is a large stack of cash. Amber 
pulls out a trap-phone.

AMBER: (CONT'D)
(speaking to caller)

She was late again. I don’t 
understand how you keep letting 
this happen. Well I’m still out of 
town ... So I’ll let you know.

Lily watches as Amber talks aggressively on the trap phone. 
She sips from the liquor bottle wrapped in a brown bag. Amber 
ends the call. Placing the IPhone inside the purse she CLICKS 
the buttons on her trap-phone researching information in it.

JENA:
You still out of town? Ha.

Jena passes the joint back to Amber.

AMBER:
They don’t need to know where I 
am... I keep the tabs, not the 
other way...

LILY:
Damn, OK. Ms.Bossy how can I apply? 
I mean what’s in the job 
description?

Amber laughs at Jena who is vibing out dancing. 

AMBER:
Is she serious? What I do is for 
the Hawks not Seagulls. 

LILY:
(Slightly offended)
What does that suppose to mean? 
Seagull? Wtf.

JENA:
Amber’s just fucking with you.

8.
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AMBER:
Look, all I’m saying is it’s not 
for baby birds. Lol

Amber closes the trap-phone then focuses on Lily.

AMBER: (CONT'D)
The people I hire travel to 
different locations delivering 
packages for me, because I’m too 
busy to be in all these places at 
once. So I pay these people to do 
it for me.

Lily lingers on the job description given by Amber.

LILY:
Wow, really? That’s what you do?

Lily looks Amber up and down piercing her eyes.

LILY: (CONT'D)
Didn’t know I was in the presence 
of someone so important.

Amber chuckles at the comment.

AMBER:
It’s not that at all. But I do pay 
‘my people’ well... usually $2,700 
cash for every trip.

Lily’s face and attention lightens up.

FADE OUT.

EXT.JENA’S APT-NIGHT9 9 *

Lily walks through the neighborhood as she approaches Jena’s 
apartment. Holding a black plastic bag with beer inside. 
Moments later, Lily notices the doors open on her car. In a 
panic Lily rushes over to the car it has been stripped of 
everything inside. Broken CDs are scattered on the floor Lily 
screams in agony. Grabbing at her face in frustration Lily 
then bangs her head on the steering wheel.

FADE OUT.
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